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ChatBots in Financial Inclusion Industry
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Chatbots are being increasingly used
by FinTech apps to to overcome the
illiteracy barrier that makes many
segments of rural populations unable
to interact with banks via text-based
interfaces and statements. They are
also being used to educate populations
about their possibilities by being
financially included in the economic life
of their country. The use of chatbots
can help improve user engagement
with FinTech apps as well.
Some of the most predominant
applications for chatbots in FinTech
apps include customer service and
general
enquiries,
customer
onboarding and acquisition, translation,
financial and product education, the
provision of proactive alerts and
notifications, and optimization of
conversation flow.

One of the foremost obstacles faced by the use of chatbots in FinTech mobile apps is the issue of language. In order to deploy a chatbot in a specific
developing region, it needs to speak the language of that region's population, which makes the quick adoption of a given chatbot in multiple developing
regions a difficulty. Furthermore, developing regions also often have a multitude of distinct dialects and accents, which makes the creation of a
one-size-fits-all chatbot for use in a given developing region like Africa or Asia difficult.
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5 Core Technologies in FinTech
As discussed elsewhere in this report, the five core technologies enabling the accelerated
development of the FinTech Industry landscape are AI (machine learning in particular),
Data Analysis, Chatbots, Blockchain, Computer Vision/Bio-identification. Whether or not a
FinTech company integrates these core technologies into their platforms, products and
services, how many distinct categories they integrate and the depth with which they do so
can be used to quantify their level of advancement. Below is a graphic overview of which
companies utilize each of the core technology categories within their own operations, as
well as their products and services.
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FinTech Services (Artificial Intelligence as a Service)
B2B and B2C

AI as a Service

AI as a Service is enabling more rapid
technology and business development for
FinTech
companies
operating
in
developing regions. The circle on the left
shows those companies that develop their
own AI technologies in-house, while the
circle on the right shows those FinTech
companies that in-source AI expertise and
software from other companies, a trend
that we can expect to see increase in the
years to come. One of the foremost
challenges facing FinTech companies that
develop AI technologies internally is lack of
access to proper infrastructures for
education and training. Most developing
countries do not prioritize teaching AI in
universities, and as such entrepreneurs in
developing countries have to attempt to
build expertise in this area through
internet-based resources. However, this
bottleneck can be effectively leapfrogged
by utilizing AI-as-a-Service to in-source the
required expertise from companies
operating in regions that do have
infrastructures for AI education and
training already established.
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Common and Specific AI Applications in the Financial Inclusion Industry
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As can be seen, FinTech apps aiming
to provide loans utilize credit scoring
algorithms, while payment apps
commonly utilize fraud detection
systems, insurance apps utilize
predictive risk analytics and savings
apps utilize algorithms that classify
and predict behaviour based on
customer spending patterns.
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This infographic visualizes the
patterns between specific FinTech for
financial inclusion use-cases, and the
overlaps between various underlying
data analysis and AI technologies that
are commonly used for each particular
use-case or application.

Insurance

Meanwhile, we can also see a suite of
technologies that share common use
for all four FinTech applications, which
include security technologies, digital
platforms, data aggregation and
financial management algorithms.
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25 Leading Financial Inclusion Companies
by Number of Customers (Companies with 10,000+ Users)
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20 Leading Financial Inclusion Companies
by Funding Amount (Companies with 10m+ USD in Funding)
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30 Leading Financial Inclusion Companies
Based on Technology Advancements
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30 Leading FinTech Companies
Based on Technological Advancements (FinTech Subsector Specialization)
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